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Abstract
Critical literacy education, based on a socio-cultural theory of language, is
particularly concerned with teaching people to understand and manage the
relationship between language, literacy and power. Different realisations of critical
literacy operate with different conceptions of this relationship by foregrounding one
or other of domination, access, diversity or design/ redesign. This paper argues that
these different orientations in critical literacy education are crucially interdependent
and that, like guy ropes on a tent, they need to pull together to keep critical literacy
education taut.

This paper outlines the theory and practice of critical literacy in order to argue the
importance of such an approach to literacy education in South Africa. I wish to
begin by denaturalising common sense notions of literacy. Most of you reading this
article are the kind of literate subjects who will have no difficulty reading the
following quotation from the linguist, Michael Halliday, out loud.
The concept of grammatical metaphor, itself perhaps a metaphorical
extension of the term from its rhetorical sense as a figure of speech, enables
us to bring together a number of features of discourse which at first sight look
rather different from each other. But when we recognize the different kinds of
meaning that come together in the lexicogrammar, and especially the basic
distinction between ideational and interpersonal meaning, we can see that
what look like two different sets of phenomena are really instances of the
same phenomenon arising in these two different contexts (Halliday, 1985:
345).
I imagine that you can recognise and understand the individual words used in this
text, and that where you cannot, you can make educated guesses as to their
meaning. However, I suspect that the meaning of the paragraph as a whole escapes
all but a few who understand Halliday’s Systemic Functional Grammar and are
members of a Systemics community of practice (Wenger, 1998). What creates
difficulty in understanding this text are
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•

words that have specific meanings in this specialist discourse such as
‘ideational’ and ‘interpersonal’,
• the linking of common words such as ‘grammatical’ and ‘metaphor’ to mean
something more than a simple combination of the ideas embedded in each
concept,
• the fact that the text is taken out of context, and
• the fact that as readers we may not have enough background knowledge to
bring to bear on the text.
So literacy is more than just technical skills for encoding and decoding printed
words.
Socio-cultural approaches to literacy recognise that literacy is more than a skill.
These approaches view reading and writing as social practices in which patterned
and conventional ways of producing and understanding written language are
defined by culture and regulated by social institutions. Different discourse
communities do literacy differently. This has as much to do with different regimes of
truth as it does with the superficial differences of specialist languages. Ethnographic
research on literacy has demonstrated a range of literacies tied to the different uses
and practices associated with them in difference communities (Heath, 1983; Street,
1993; Gee, 1990; Breir and Prinsloo, 1996; Barton, Hamilton and Ivanič, 1998).
Multimodality
We also have to recognise that texts are more than just ‘printed words’ and that
texts are increasingly multimodal (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2001; Cope and
Kalantzis, 2000). The new communication landscape is digital and new technologies
enable us to convey meaning using multiple forms of semeiosis. One has only to
think of websites as texts in which print is only one of a number of simultaneous
message streams and where literacy implies the ability to ‘read’ words, images,
movement, gesture, sound, colour, and to pay attention selectively. Literacy
nowadays requires both page and screen literacy. Even print texts that are mainly
verbal now rely on font, font size, spacing, layout, colour and overall design to
convey their messages. In some texts the verbal has all but disappeared.
Figure 1 is a Topsport advertisement, published in the Sunday Times, 18 February
1996, with the schedules of the Cricket World Cup television coverage. Here the
font, a psuedo Devenagiri orthography, and the cricket ball, digitally morphed to
resemble a chilli, work to create the otherness of ‘the east’, while more ordinary
fonts are used to convey ‘information’, with primary colours in the fonts being
reserved for ‘SABC Topsport’ (in blue, green and red) and the logo, ‘Feel the action’
(in red).
Figure 2 is a photographic essay, entitled Roadkill 3, which has been designed to
sell clothing. (SL magazine, July 2004 pages 44-51). The lines of verbal text on
each photograph appear in small, uppercase, white font, that run either vertically or
horizontally along the edge of the page. The text on the different pages provides
product information on the clothing and accessories worn by the female model. The
lines taken from pages 45 and 46 are representative of the lines on the other pages.
On the last page words are also used for production credits.
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p 45
p46

KNIT TOP R240 AND SKIRT R285 BOTH FROM PULSATE, EARRINGS FROM R150 BY ZOJA.
JACKET R1500 (PART OF SUIT) BY ALC FROM THE SPACE. BOOBTUBE FROM CAMEROON. CHIFFON
PONCHO R1200 BY KLUK. EARRINGS FROM R150 BY ZOJA. JEANS FROM R1665 BY DIESEL.

I will return to an analysis of these two advertisements. For now, it is important to
recognise the way in which visual messaging is central to the meaning of these
texts. In Roadkill 3, print text, is pushed almost off the page. Seeing the verbal text,
let alone reading it, requires a deliberate effort. Literacy is also about understanding
the interplay between the different modalities in a single text. Do the visual and the
verbal reinforce or contradict one another.
In newspaper texts, for example, where the visual and the verbal are differently
authored, they often pull against one another. A 1995 Mail and Guardian article
(April 4-11, 1995, p9) with the headline Most victims killed by ‘cultural weapons’,
provides a good example. The by-line reads,
Statistics show that most deaths in KwaZulu-Natal are caused by weapons
other than guns, writes Ann Eveleth.
Figure 3, a comparative bar graph, headed ‘Deaths caused by firearms compared
with other weapons’ tells a different story. The message of the visual text shows that
in 1995 there were in fact more deaths from guns than cultural weapons. In addition,
death by cultural weapon has been steadily decreasing. One does not notice this
unless one ‘reads’ the graph properly. At a glance, the columns in the graph for
death by cultural weapons all look higher than the gun columns, but only the last set
of columns on the bar graph are relevant to the claims made in 1995.
Figure 3
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Critical deconstruction
It is not enough, however, for readers to read analytically to establish the validity of
the argument and the evidence presented. Critical literacy education is concerned to
teach students to understand what is at stake in texts. Why in 1995 did it matter
whether guns or cultural weapons caused more deaths? What interests were at
play? Taking a text such as this from a different socio-historical context, (distant for
South African readers in relation to time and for outsiders in relation to both time
and place), underscores the importance of context for meaning. As far back as
1891, the Natal Code had made it an offence for any black person to carry a
dangerous weapon. Against the background of civil war in Kwa-Zulu Natal in the
1990s, the legal right to bear arms hinged to some extent on whether these were
defined as ‘cultural’ weapons or ‘dangerous’ weapons. In South Africa at the time,
had the government tried to ban both cultural weapons and guns, they would have
had to face opposition from their own white supporters. That the legislation was
racialised is clear. Even the more recent legislation, The Firearms Control Act 2000,
only limits the number of guns South Africans may own - it does not ban the carrying
of firearms.
Critical literacy education teaches students to deconstruct texts, to understand that
all texts are positioned and positioning, that texts have effects, and that it is
important to understand whose interests are served by the positions on offer. Critical
analysis of the SABC Topsport Advertisement (see Figure 1) and the SL magazine
clothing advertisement (see Figure 2) illustrate this orientation to critical literacy.
The Topsport advertisement, written in simple accessible language, is witty. The
English-in-Devenagiri script is clever. There is an ongoing play on words relating to
hot chillies, hot people, a hot continent and hot action. This play is carried through in
the chilli-hot cricket ball. The ball as phallus is risqué. And the punch line ‘no matter
how hot it gets, don’t drink the water’, is designed to remind fans of upset stomachs
(disparagingly referred to as ‘Dehli-belly’), a concern to foreign players in India.
According to Thompson
Jokes ... are continuously engaged in recounting the way that the world
appears and in reinforcing through laughter which profits at another’s
expense, the apparent order of things (1990:62)
In this way
we may be drawn into a symbolic process which may serve, in some
circumstances, to create and sustain relations of domination (1990:62)
where humour is used to legitimate these relations.
The humour provides cover for the racist constructions in this text which present the
sporting enemy as Other and dangerous. The text’s preoccupation with ethnic
difference, a touchstone of apartheid, is marked in several textual signifiers: the use
of a foreign, strange, Eastern-looking script for English; two references to the East
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and the repetition of the alien hotness of the chilli which calls to mind the derogatory
South African racial stereotype of Indians as ‘curry-munchers’. Moreover, these
enemies are not just constructed as different. They are also constructed as
dangerous: they live on ‘the mother continent of killer hot’ and the reader is told not
to drink the water.
It is important to recognise that this text does not simply construct them, the Other; it
also constructs us. The ideal reader of this text is a racialised, South African, male 1
subject. As all texts work to position their readers. It is therefore important in
education to choose texts that carry the community’s commonsense. These are
often mundane texts such as this, as it is in these that ideology is naturalised daily
and subjects are repeatedly constructed.
The clothing advertisement in SL magazine is startling. Here discourses of violence
(Roadkill) and crime (hit-and-run) are naturalised and eroticised to sell women’s
clothing. The photographic essay has seven frames.
Frame 1:

The enclosed title, ‘Roadkill 3’, appears above the headlights of an
approaching car on an unlit country road at night.

Frame 2:

This is a front-view, mid-shot of a young woman, beautifully dressed.
Backlighting from the approaching car creates a halo-effect around her
face, and front lighting is added for detail.

Frame 3:

The woman’s face is turned to the light. Her body is side-lit but facing
the viewer, with the car directly behind her. We see the man behind
the steering wheel. He sees her. The camera is positioned to
emphasize the male gaze.

Frame 4:

Shot from behind the driver, we see part of his back and face, and the
woman, whom he has now hit, has her face and body pressed up
against the windshield. In this shot the man and the woman see each
other. Both are lit from the side with fill-lighting for detail.

Frame 5:

This photograph is a double page spread. It shows the car continuing
to move forward, with the woman’s body, horizontal to the roof and
flying over it. As her body moves over the car, the driver’s head,
thrown back by the impact, appears to be looking up at her.

Frame 6:

The woman is in the air falling behind the car and is lit by the
disappearing red tail lights. She is also side-lit to reveal details. Her
skirt swirls around her body, her shirt lifts to reveal her bare midriff and
her head is thrown back. The overall effect for the viewer is erotic.

Frame 7:

From the point of view of the back of the disappearing car, we see a
front-view, long-shot of the woman walking elegantly down the red-lit
road towards the receding car.

1

The text is also gendered. Cricket is a male sport. The blurring of the cricket ball and the male
phallus is a powerful metaphor for sport as a form of male potency.
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The position of the camera is designed to show the movement of the car as it is
driven towards, through and past the woman. It is as if the car, driven by a man, is
used to penetrate the woman and move on, leaving her standing in the road as if
unhurt. In a country with the highest rape statistics in the world, the violence implied
in this visual text is shocking. This shock is increased by the juxtaposition of
violence with product information. At the moment of impact, the text reads
T-SHIRT FROM R150 BY X&O FROM YDE. TOP R250 FROM PULSATE. JEANS FROM R1665 BY DIESEL.

When the woman is falling behind the car, the text reads
T-SHIRT FROM R139 BT X&O FROM YDE. SKIRT R280 FROM PULSATE. SCARF R50 FROM THE BOUNTY HUNTERS.
BRACELET FROM R350 BY ZOJA.

In this Roadkill, we are informed about what the model is wearing, what it costs and
where it can be bought. Driving a vehicle into a woman is designed to position her
(literally) so as to show off her clothing, which changes in each frame. Fill lighting
shows off the details. Here the stylisation of violence results in little evidence of
impact or danger. There is a mismatch between the visually beautiful and sensual
images and the content of the essay’s narrative. This is a Roadkill in which no-one
is killed and the female model shows no emotion even when hit by the car. Using a
hit-and-run ‘accident’ to model clothing, takes the objectification of women to a new
low.
The focus on the critical deconstruction of language, text and discourse is, however,
just one orientation to critical literacy, which is concerned more broadly with
teaching students to understand and manage the relationship between language,
literacy and power. Different orientations within this approach also focus on access,
diversity and design/redesign.
Access
Literacy education has to take seriously the new communication landscape if it is to
prepare students for the postindustrial knowledge economy, where work is
increasingly polarised into symbolic analytic work and service work. Symbolic
analytic work, which requires problem solving and innovation, is dependent on elite
literacies. More routine service work is less valued and is poorly paid. In the
information age, the literacy stakes are therefore higher and, as always, there is
differential access to the newer literacy technologies, the latest means of production
and the elite literacies that they enable (Alba, González-Gaudiano, Lankshear and
Peters, 2002; Gee, Hull and Lankshear, 1996).
This raises a difficult question for teachers of language and literacy. How does one
provide access to elite literacies, while at the same time valuing and promoting the
diverse languages and literacies of our students and in the broader society? If we
provide students with access to dominant forms, this contributes to maintaining their
dominance. If, on the other hand, we deny students access, we perpetuate their
marginalisation in a society that continues to recognise the value and importance of
these forms. This is what Lodge (1997), Janks (2004) and Granville et al, (1997)
refer to as the ‘access paradox’. These dominant forms include dominant
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languages, dominant varieties, dominant discourses (Gee, 1990), dominant
literacies and knowledges, dominant genres, dominant modes of visual
representation and a range of cultural practices related to verbal interaction.
The genre theorists (Martin, Christie and Rothery, 1987; Cope and Kalantzis, 1993;
Kress, 1999) have done important work in describing the features of dominant
genres many of which, prior to their work, we somehow assumed students could
see and do. Making generic features visible is a means of giving students from
marginalised discourses greater access to them. Explicit pedagogy (Bernstein,
1996; Delpit, 1988) and access are among the key issues that confront academics
in South Africa working in the field of academic development.
Access to dominant forms has to be balanced by redress for marginalised forms and
multilingual policies in education have accordingly been enacted to promote and
develop African languages in South Africa. Policies are also needed to ensure that
all English and Afrikaans speakers in South Africa learn one of these languages.
Diversity
One of the ways that power works is to construct difference in dominance. What this
means is that some languages and literacies are valued over others, producing a
system of distinction (Bourdieu, 1991) that accords greater linguistic capital to
people who have mastered these forms. When Gee defines discourses as
'saying(writing)-doing-believing-valuing combinations' (1990:142), he asks us to
recognise that speaking and writing cannot be separated from embodied action
(doing), ways of thinking and understandings of truth (believing), and ethics
(valuing). And this is also true when listeners and readers make meaning from texts.
We bring who we are and where we come from to the processes of production and
reception of spoken, written and visual texts. ‘Who we are’ is then also subject to
Bourdieu’s linguistic market. For Bourdieu,
Linguistic exchange - a relation of communication between a sender and a
receiver - ... is also an economic exchange. ... Words, utterances are not only ...
signs to be understood and deciphered; they are also signs of wealth, intended
to be evaluated and appreciated, and signs of authority, intended to be believed
and obeyed (Bourdieu, 1991: 66, original italics).
The amount of linguistic capital that we have, affects our ability to impose reception.
The competence that we have to produce sentences that are likely to be
understood might be quite inadequate to produce sentences that are likely to be
listened to … Speakers lacking the legitimate competence are de facto excluded
from the social domains in which this competence is required (Bourdieu, 1991:55
original italics).
We have already seen in the Topsport advertisement how difference gets
constructed as Other and threatening. Apartheid was built on ethnic racism which
essentialised whiteness and blackness, privileging the one and exploiting the other.
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Our history has foregrounded race and ethnicity as markers of difference but as
human subjects we are also located multiply across social categories such as
gender, class, sexuality, religion, ability. We need to think of identity as constantly in
process, as dynamic rather than fixed, as produced but not determined. In
recognising the effects the communities of practice that we inhabit have on our
discourses and literacies - our ways of being in the world – Wenger, (1998)
suggests that each of us is formed by our unique trajectory through and
membership of these different communities, and that our formation is ongoing. By
imagining identity as fluid and hybrid, we resist essentialising people on the basis of
any one of the communities which they belong to or to which we assign them.
By recognising identity as dynamic we can embrace new discourses as a means of
learning alternative and additional ways of being in the world. Because discourses
are linked to a wide range of social identities and are embedded in diverse social
institutions, they provide the need and the means for reflecting on our own takenfor-granted ways of saying, doing, thinking and valuing (Gee, 1990) and in so doing
they act as a resource for changing our consciousness. The difference between
discourses is a productive power. Kress (1995) says that diversity in schools could
be an important means for making students
feel at ease with continuous, intense change; comfortable with sharp
differences of culture and social values met every day; [so that they] treat
them as normal, as unremarkable and natural; and above all, as an
essential productive resource for innovation rather than as a cause for
anxiety and anger (6).
However, because difference tends to be organised in according to relations of
power, and it can lead as easily to domination and conflict as to change and
innovation. The New Literacy Studies and work on multilingual education in South
Africa (Heugh et al, 1995; Welch, T. et al, 1996) show the necessity for education to
be more inclusive of students’ diverse languages and literacies. In the interests of
equity, inclusivity ensures that students’ different ‘ways with words’ (Heath, 1983)
have a place in the classroom. In addition, our diverse systems of representation
increase the creative resources that all of us can draw on.
Design/Redesign
Design encompasses the idea of productive power - the ability to harness the
multiplicity of semiotic systems across diverse cultural locations to challenge and
change existing discourses. It recognises the importance of human creativity and
students’ ability to generate an infinite number of new meanings. The New London
Group’s (1996) work in multiliteracies stresses that students have to be taught how
to use and select from all the available semiotic resources for representation in
order to make meaning, while at the same time combining and recombining these
resources so as to create possibilities for transformation and reconstruction (Cope
and Kalantzis, 2001). This is what the New London Group calls 'design' and
'redesign'. While critical literacy that focused on domination tended to emphasise
critical ‘reading’ and deconstruction across a range of modalities, the work on
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design emphasises multi-modal production and reconstruction using a range of
media.
Since1994, I have been trying to theorise critical literacy for reconstruction (Janks,
2000, 2003, 2005). In our new democracy it seemed important to move away from
deconstruction and critique to theorise how critical literacy might contribute to
reinventing our country and ourselves. I chose the word ‘reconstruction’ as an
intertextual reference to the ANC’s Reconstruction and Development Programme
(1994) and because it offered an antonymic opposition with ‘deconstruction’, a set of
practices that has underpinned my own work in critical literacy. Foucault’s work
helped me to move from a view of power as only negative and repressive to seeing
power as producing effects, both positive and negative.
In Seeding change in South Africa: New Literacies, New Subjectivities, New Futures
(Janks, 2003), I examined the implementation of a school environmental education
development (S.E.E.D) project in one township school and was able to show literacy
as an embedded practice, as word-and-action (Freire, 1972). The vision of this
school and its community, articulated as the Feed the Child Feed the Nation project,
shows how education can contribute to the production of liberated as opposed to
subaltern subjects. I discuss the uses of literacy in this project in order to show how
literacy contributes to the kind of positive social effects which are transforming and
rebuilding our country. Here I offer only one of the many literacy practices as an
example.
The literacy practices involved in producing an ongoing record of the school’s
S.E.E.D project as well as all other evidence of school development is
extensive. These documents, which Sethole (the school principal) calls the
School Profiles have been central to the production of positive effects. They
show in plans, diagrams, text and photographs the transformation of the
school from a ‘haven of snakes’, both literal and metaphorical, to an
energised community that has visibly altered its space.
The once overgrown school property now has eighty vegetable plots, with a
total of 3 840 square metres under cultivation. Each 8 by 6 metre plot is
bordered with bricks and covered with hail netting. ... Alongside this garden
is the [new] media centre ... The architecture of the new buildings and the
quality of the building materials, stand in sharp contrast to the surrounding
school buildings, offering the children something distinctive and constructing
them as worthy subjects. This is a very different construction from that of the
subaltern subjects of apartheid school architecture.
The School Profiles provide a tangible history of the school’s transformation
of its space, a history of the achievement of this community. Every time
Sethole uses them to talk about the school, she is reminded of where they
have come from and what they have achieved in only four years. Every time
the children see them being used, they are reminded of what is possible. In
the use of these profiles to talk about what has been accomplished, the
power of a community project to seed much more than food - to seed pride
and dignity and independence is clear. This literacy practice is key to the
school’s sense of self. Here we have an example of word made action and
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action made word, such that word-and-action inspires further action and
further words (Janks, 2003: 200-201).
This tangible evidence of Sethole’s effectiveness as a school leader has been
fundamental to her success in raising donor funding for the school. After senior
officials at the Japanese Embassy had looked at the profiles, they agreed to visit the
school. The money they then donated enabled Sethole to build three additional
classrooms and a media centre. These positive material effects were produced in
part by the literacy practices involved in documenting the success of previous
projects. The building projects are now complete and have themselves become part
of the ongoing historical record of the school. In this way, past achievements
recorded in the profiles are used as leverage for further developments.
The interdependence of domination, access, diversity and design
I argue that all of these orientations to literacy education are important and,
moreover, that they are crucially interdependent. They should not be seen as
separate enterprises. Critical literacy has to take seriously the ways in which
meaning systems are implicated in reproducing domination and it has to provide
access to dominant languages, literacies and genres while simultaneously using
diversity as a productive resource for redesigning social futures and for changing
the horizon of possibility (Simon, 1992). This includes both changing dominant
discourses as well as changing which discourses are dominant. Any one of
domination, diversity, access or design without the others, creates a problematic
imbalance. Genre theory without creativity runs the risk of reifying existing genres;
deconstruction without reconstruction or design reduces human agency; diversity
without access ghettoises students. Domination without difference and diversity
loses the ruptures that produce contestation and change. Reconstruction needs
deconstruction in order to understand ‘the manifold relationships of force that take
shape and come into play in the machinery of production’ (Foucault, 1978:94). This
interdependence is presented systematically in Table 1.
We need to find ways of holding all of these elements in productive tension to
achieve what is a shared goal of all critical literacy work: equity and social justice.
We need to weave them together in complex moves from deconstruction to
reconstruction to deconstruction, from access to deconstruction to redesign, from
diversity to deconstruction to new forms of access. These different moves need to
contradict and balance one another.
Integrating these concepts does not prevent us from working on only one orientation
at a time. Provided such work is counterbalanced by later activities that bring the
other orientations into play, it is possible to move in and out of the different
orientations to critical literacy. What matters is that all of these concepts are given
equal weight in the design of the critical literacy curriculum and that these different
orientations pull together, like guy ropes on a tent, to keep work in critical literacy
taut.
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Table 1: The interdependence model for critical literacy
Domination without
This maintains the exclusionary force of dominant
access
discourses
Domination without
diversity

Domination without difference and diversity, loses the
ruptures that produce contestation and change

Domination without
design

The deconstruction of dominance, without reconstruction or
design, removes human agency.

Access without
domination

Access without a theory of domination leads to the
naturalisation of powerful discourses without an
understanding of how these powerful forms came to be
powerful.

Access without
diversity

This fails to recognise that difference fundamentally affects
pathways to access and involves issues of history, identity
and value

Access without design

This maintains and reifies dominant forms without
considering how they can be transformed.

Diversity without
domination

This leads to a celebration of diversity without any
recognition that difference is structured in dominance and
that not all discourses/genres/ languages/literacies are
equally powerful.

Diversity without
access

Diversity without access to powerful forms of language
ghettoises students.

Diversity without
design

Diversity provides the means, the ideas, the alternative
perspectives for reconstruction and transformation. Without
design, the potential that diversity offers is not realised.

Design without
domination

Design, without an understanding of how dominant
discourses/practices perpetuate themselves, runs the risk
of an unconscious reproduction of these forms.

Design without access

Runs the risk of whatever is designed remaining on the
margins.

Design without
diversity

This privileges dominant forms and fails to use the design
resources provided by difference.
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I have provided examples which show the integration of these different concepts in
classrooms elsewhere (Janks, 2003). Here, I would rather use them to address the
theme of this symposium, The role of the Social and Human Sciences in South
Africa. To do this, it is worth recalling the language-related findings of The Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC). In the chapter which tries to make sense of the
causes, motives and perspectives, the TRC Report offers a sophisticated analysis of
the role played by language.
It is a common place to treat language as mere words, not deeds, therefore
language is taken to play a minimal role in understanding violence. The
Commission wishes to take a different view here. Language, discourse and
rhetoric does things: it constructs social categories, it gives orders, it
persuades us, it justifies, explains, gives reasons, excuses. It constructs
reality. It moves people against other people. (TRC:7,124,294).
Language in its many and varied forms, is the central element in ideology as
power. ... In the South African context it is important to understand how
multiple discourses combined, intersected and intertwined to create climates
of violence. In this respect the ideologies of racism, patriarchy, religions,
capitalism, apartheid and militarism all intertwined to “manufacture” people
capable of violence. (TRC: 7,131,296).
In examining the language of the State, the security apparatus and the liberation
movement the commissioners conclude that ‘a spiral of discourses increasingly
dehumanised the “other”, creating the conditions for violence’ (TRC: 7,125,295).
What this suggests is that one needs to look at how competing discourses affect
and infect one another. It is not enough to look at the language of the oppressor in
isolation. Both sides in the struggle used language to support their positions. The
Commission has a view of power very similar to that of Foucault who sees power as
relational (1978:95). For Foucault
discourse can be both an instrument and an effect of power, but also a
hindrance, a stumbling block, a point of resistance and a starting point for
an opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and produces power it also
undermines and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to
thwart it. (1978:101).
Not only did the Commission work with a sophisticated theory of the relationship
between discourse, dominance and power as a basis for their analysis of the
testimony they heard, its practices and processes showed a full grasp of the
language-related questions of access and diversity. The hearings demanded neither
dominant literacy - neither written testimony, nor established genres - nor the use of
a dominant language. For the first time South Africans from all sides could tell their
stories in their own tongues with Commissioners appointed to listen and to record.
The proceedings were open to the public and were widely reported on radio and
television. This was a fundamentally dialogic process in which the listener was
crucial; the hearing as important as the telling.
The last part of the report deals with recommendations and reconciliation. The
Report asks us to think of it as the foundation on which we can build our future.
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Reconciliation does not wipe away the memories of the past. Indeed it is
motivated by a form of memory that stresses the need to remember without
debilitating pain, bitterness, revenge fear or guilt. It understands the vital
importance of learning from and redressing past violations for the sake of
our shared present and our children’s future. (TRC: 9,149,434).
It is possible to think of the TRC’s work as a deconstruction of the past without
which reconstruction is impossible. We need to learn from the past to design a
different future. In South Africa, the project of reinventing our social identities and
redesigning our social futures is an enormous one. An education in critical literacy
that brings the different strands of work in language and social justice together is
essential for this endeavour.
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